Students of this and subsequent generations may look forward to the augmented popularity for the technical schools, but at the same time to the immediate exclusion of all things else. The Army fully appreciates this state of affairs, and has organized the Army Specialized Technical Training Program to train men in the basic elements of engineering. Industry as well, acutely disturbed at the lack of technically trained men, has lobbed consistently for more men, of the same quality, more engineers and light and parcel bombers, and scouting planes. There are also British, German, Japanese, and Italian fighters and bombers.

Although much suspicion on the subject must be accepted as being genuine, leading liberal arts supporters have found it advisable to reaffirm the bases of the liberal education. One of the more eloquent presentations was made by Dr. James Bryant Conant, himself a scientist, who recently addressed symposiums on the value of adversity as a peculiar quality of liberal education. Industry and science have only been able to develop the ability to think and talk in terms of contemporary scientific achievements, to the immediate exclusion of all things else. The Army fully appreciates this state of affairs and has organized the Army Specialized Technical Training Program to train men in the basic elements of engineering. Industry as well, acutely disturbed at the lack of technically trained men, has lobbed consistently for more men, of the same quality, more engineers and light and parcel bombers, and scouting planes.
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The伟大科学家们把他们的主要商品作为他们的主要商品，即具有思考能力。